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Linked Data for the
Real World:
Leveraging
Metadata for
Cataloging
Robin Fay

A few things we are
going to talk about
• IoT (Internet of
Things)
• Relationships
• Linked data
• Real World Objects
• Our Metadata
• ...Prince!
Robin Fay2020 georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata

Let’s consider our world

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata

Information anywhere, any way, any time
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User
Focused
Data
Stewardship
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Our users… ourselves

As the world has involved, our data
needs and practices have changed, too.
How can we address different user
needs? How can we facilitate finding,
identifying, obtaining, and selecting, to
ensure a successful search process?
How can we support serendipity,
“browseability”, the explore of FRBR
User Tasks??
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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The IoT (Internet of Things) –
all of this & more!
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Data and more
specifically, metadata
makes it happen.

Robin Fay2020

We build connections
to resources through
data.

User Generated

Bibliographic
metadata
landscape
Media (Music,
etc.)

Life Sciences
Adapted from

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data

Detail

Dewey

LCSH

Worldcat

VIAF

2017 view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data

social
media

People have data and
connections, too.
These connections can also
be data relationships. We
already create lots of links on
the web. Although we create
fewer links in our catalog and
metadata records.

Robin Fay
@georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata

From a data standpoint… our interactivity looks something like this

1

Evolving relationships & data


Think about the different roles that you have
– employee, employer, supervisor, supervisee,
colleague, parent, child, sister, brother… . Each
role represents a relationship (and a data point).



Think about all of the changing relationships
within a company, within a website, within a
shopping website between people, topics
(subjects, categories, etc.), and resources…

• Create

• Contribute and
participant
• May be a subject
• Or are related to
us in some way
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Our evolving roles
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Some content we collect, some we don’t
Websites, articles, blog posts, social media
content, photographs, books, reviews,
journals, databases, chapters, manuscripts,
letters, personal histories,
biographies/autobiographies, our data
records (authority records, patron records
and other personal data, etc.)
13

Some content we collect, some we don’t

In our databases like
institutional repositories and
library catalogs, we most often
describe and record just the
material that we own or have
access to within the library.
Why?

14
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WHY





Create an accurate
description of our
materials for
external (end user)
& internal uses
(collection
development,
acquisitions,
inventory control,
etc).
Organizes materials
Facilitates users
finding what they
need within our
libraries (FRBR
User Tasks)

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Challenges

16

Our data

Flat

Linear

Textual/numeric

Insular

(mostly)

Our data is mostly flat & linear

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata

Prince’s MARC Authority Record

Even our authority data is flat

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata

But the world of content is not flat…

19

Challenges
 Focus

on inventory and holdings
vs. connections and relationships

 Users
 The

evolving landscape of
semantic practices and data
outside of library (IoT, etc.)

 Representation

of
Creators/Participants in our data
records
20
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Challenges
 The

format and structure of our
data records (MARC, metadata
that is not easily transferrable,
web and archival description that
does not mesh with traditional
cataloging)

 Limited

view of metadata
description focused more on
being data scribes vs. data
stewards (time, efficiency, etc.)
21
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Creators create, content everywhere

22
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Across multiple domains


From print books to online

https://consequenceofsound.net/2018/04/insi
de-princes-underground-bank-vault/

Prince’s vault

Sometimes using multiple
names & identities

Identity management and
authority control are very
similar ; both establish a
person’s name and connect
24
variations
Robin Fay2020
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Metadata by other
communities – some
metadata is better
than others

Other communities of
metadata practice

Other communities of
metadata practice

26

Some build their
own identity
management
(authorities)

Wikidata –
Wikipedia’s data
control

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Opportunities


The evolving landscape of semantic
practices and data outside of library (IoT,
etc.)



Representation of Creators/Participants in
our data records



Linked Data & RWOs (Real World Objects)



Limited view of metadata description
focused more on being data scribes vs. data
stewards (time, efficiency, etc.) – move to
user focused cataloging and metadata work
through value added projects

29
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User Generated

Bibliographic
metadata
landscape

Remember this?

Adapted from

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data

Media (Music,
etc.)

Linked data & the Semantic Web
The Semantic Web is based upon more
precise utilization of data and depends upon
• The code
• The metadata and its metadata
schemas (rules)
• The ability for machines (including
devices) to communicate and
interpret data (the Internet of
Things, aka IoT) – to build
relationships and share data

Linked data & the Semantic Web
Linked data is a mechanism to facilitate
data sharing and quality (a bridge). The
linking process also builds a relationship.
We already use linked data behavior in that
we use names & subject headings to
connect to the authority file. We also tag
our friends on facebook. When we use
URLs, we are then creating linked data.

Linked data – the basics
Linked data is about reusing data –
using existing data.
Linked Open Data (LOD) is open data
that can be used with no barriers
to access (licensing, etc.)

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Linking to data instead of data strings
like text
o

o

For websites, this may mean linking to
authoritative resources like Wikipedia more OR
linking to a central listing within a website, e.g.,
links to the author profile or page, within posts
about that author. We sometimes this as a See
Also or Related Resources.
For databases, this would mean linking to data
rather than keying it in. So, for a database about
music, in creating a record, we would add a link
(or link to) the genre of music for Purple Rain,
rather inputting text.
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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5

TEXT STRINGS VS. LINKED DATA
Linked data
entry for
name

Text
string

Relationship
linking to the
vocabulary for
relators

Robin Fay, robinfay.net. LibraryScope
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We too can build semantic relationships through linking
and context (Triples/Triplets) ensuring that our resources
are part of the larger web environment

same as (is)

Creator of

Robin Fay2020
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Linked data & the Semantic Web
URIs (Uniform Resource Identifer) linking
point to our data) – used in BIBFRAME as
either text or a URL (linked data) or both
Serialization (store data; re-use later)
Triples (Simple semantic structure; SubjectPredicate-Object) and also SPARQL (QL =
Query Language) - relationships
BIBFRAME – Our bib data in a new structure
and language – semantic web oriented

37

About URIs
1. Use URIs as names for things
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up
those names (a link)***
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide
useful information, using the standards
4. Include links to other URIs, so they can
discover more things - relationships
Tim Berners-Lee’s Four Rules

URIs = Uniform Resource Identifier
URL = Uniform Resource Locator, a link***
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
Robin Fay2020
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URIs with a URL and a URN

URIs includes locators (URLs aka
links) and/or names (URNs)
URN defines identity; URL locates it
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BYNC-ND
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URIs
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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URIs in practice
URIs in a linked data use provide
information about an object.

This information may be in the form of
relationships, or concepts, or facts -though, the most important aspect of
the URI is that this information is
developed to be consumed by
machines, not people.
Linked Data URIs create the bridges that
allow systems to share and understand
information, and in this context, only URIs
that point to machine actionable data
should be utilized. Linked data is just
linking data in order to use the data…
Robin Fay2020
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URIs in linked data practice


help to establish knowledge about an object



Knowledge may be in the form of relationships,
or concepts, or facts -- though, the most
important aspect of the URI is that this
information is developed to be consumed by
machines, not people.

Linked Data URIs create the bridges that allow
systems to share and understand information,
and in this context, only URIs that point to
machine actionable data should be utilized.

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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So, how can we leverage all of
those relationships and
resources? How can leverage
this content to provide
context?

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Linking the data




Remediate records with supplemental LD
URLs (subject headings, name authorities,
etc.)


Seeding records with linked data can be done
through automated process such as
MARCEdit for MARC records and OpenRefine
for IR, Digital Library, or CMS records



Will support metadata interoperability and
help futureproof metadata



Will eventually reduce routine maintenance of
text strings in records

Enrich records with value added context
through providing links to RWOs (Real World
Objects)
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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RWOs (Real World Objects)
Real World Objects are a machine construct often
used in programming.
Examples of RWOs include people, dogs, places –
anything that exists. It can even be non tangible, like
“love” or “cute”.

Real World Objects (also, Real World
Things) all have a state (name, breed,
hungry) and behavior (barking,
running,laughing, etc.) A state is a
characteristic while a behavior is an
action. We can think of this action as a
relationship or link, e.g.,an author
writes.
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Real world what?
A real world object is an entity, such as a
person, place, etc. It can be actual or
conceptual.
It is often referred to as a Thing.

This Photo by Unknown Author is
licensed under CC BY-SA

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
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This Photo by Unknown
Author is licensed under
CC BY-NC-ND
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RWOs and metadata
description
In terms of library related metadata, we are
starting to add linked data (URLs) for names,
subjects, and genres, and exploring links which
add value beyond our holdings or inventory.
Traditional MARC cataloging is starting to
follow archival cataloging in terms of
connecting resources together more through
adding fields for editions, subfields to connect
the ebook and print together, and much more.
(DC uses Is Part of as one way to connect
resources)
Robin Fay2020
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8

RWOs and metadata description

Can we connect
these together even
if we do not own
both? Should we
connect together
resources that we
do not own?

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
Robin Fay2020
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MARC Cataloging & Linked data
Enter the PCC URI Task Group


Use of Subfields $0 and $1 to Capture Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs) in the MARC 21 Formats in addition to
traditional data ($0 for Authorities; $1 for other things)



URIs that identify a ‘Record’ or ‘Authority’ entity
describing a Thing (e.g. madsrdf:Authorities, SKOS
Concepts for terms in controlled or standard vocabulary
lists) and,



URIs that directly identify a Thing itself (sometimes
referred to as a Real World Object or RWO, whether actual
or conceptual).



Can be a transition to linked data – linked data will
eventually save significant time in cleanup and
maintenance work

Robin Fay2020
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Which MARC fields?
Subfields ‡0 and ‡1 are established in
numerous MARC fields
‡0 Authority record control number or
standard number (may be a URI)
‡1 RWOs (Real World Objects)

Either may be a URL.
“‡0 reflects the library community's longstanding
commitment to controlled headings and the sources that
have established them, while ‡1 points to factual
descriptions of entities.” – PCC URI Task Group
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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About Control Numbers
‡0 contains “the system control number of the
related authority or classification record, or
a standard identifier such as an
International Standard Name Identifier
(ISNI).”
The control number can appear as an
identifier, or as a token in a URI that
resolves to a description, whose purpose is
to cite the source where an authoritative
heading used elsewhere in the field has
been established. The description accesses
features information about the heading,
such as its provenance, revision history, or
representations in multiple languages or
scripts.
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What about the relator code?
The relator code in ‡4 was
redefined to host a URI for
relationship.
These subfields should not be
confused with ‡u (Uniform
Resource Identifier), which
should only be used to record
document web addresses or
URLs. (prince.com, vs.
http://viaf.org/viaf/256968961
which links to his authority
record. One authority record
but multiple websites.

VS
.

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Examples LD in MARC fields
610 20 ‡a Harvard University ‡x Students ‡v
Yearbooks. ‡0
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh850592
05
650 12 ‡a Arthritis ‡x diagnosis. ‡0
http://id.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/D001168Q000175
655 _7 ‡a Picture books. ‡2 lcgft ‡0
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/genreForms/gf201
6026096
‡1 http://dbpedia.org/resource/Picture_book

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Examples of LD in MARC fields
700 1_ ‡4 http://rdaregistry.info/Elements/w/P10129 ‡i
Motion picture adaptation of (work): ‡a Austen,
Jane, ‡d 1775-1817. ‡t Lady Susan. ‡1
http://viaf.org/viaf/183486135
711 2_ ‡a Olympic Winter Games ‡n (21st : ‡d 2010 :
‡c Vancouver, B.C.) ‡0
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2006017550
‡1 http://dbpedia.org/resource/2010_Winter_Olympics

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Working with other types of metadata
Follows the same principles as MARC.
Depending upon your system, you may
be limited in what you can do.
OpenRefine is really helpful for working
with nonMARC metadata or cleanup
work in preparation of ingest or
migration.

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Break MARC

•Notepad
• Text editor
Fix file
issues

• MARCEdit
• Convert MARC ; use built in
tools to edit records (add
fields, RDA cleanup, etc.)

Fix and edit
• OpenRefine
• Find issues; fix
• Export back to MARCEdit to
validate

Validate MARC
Robin Fay, 2020

OpenRefine & MARCEdit can work
together
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Working with Dublin Core metadata
</dctermset><?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?><dctermset><qualifieddc
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:dcmitype="http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://dublincore.org/schemas/xmls/qdc/
2006/01/06/qualifieddc.xsd"><dc:creator>Wale, 1984</dc:creator><dc:description>Title from disc
label.</dc:description><dc:description>Compact
disc.</dc:description><dc:description>Wale ; with various
musicians.</dc:description><dcterms:abstract>Wale's fourth studio album
serves as the third installment in his About Nothing series. It is also the most
personal album that he has released to date. The album includes the single
The Matrimony, which features
Usher.</dcterms:abstract><dcterms:tableOfContents>The intro about nothing
-- The helium balloon -- The white shoes -- The pessimest (featuring J. Cole) - The middle finger -- The one time in Houston -- The girls on drugs -- The
God smile -- The need to know (featuring SZA) -- The success -- The glass
egg -- The bloom (AG3) -- The matrimony (featuring Usher) -- The body
(featuring Jeremih).</dcterms:tableOfContents><dcterms:extent>1 audio disc
: CD audio, digital ; 4 3/4
in.</dcterms:extent><dc:identifier>075678670176</dc:identifier><dc:languag
e xsi:type='http://purl.org/dc/terms/ISO639-2'>eng</dc:language><dc:subject
xsi:type='http://purl.org/dc/terms/LCSH'>Rap (Music)</dc:subject><dc:subject
xsi:type='http://purl.org/dc/terms/LCSH'>Hip-hop.</dc:subject><dc:subject
xsi:type='http://purl.org/dc/terms/LCSH'>Popular music--20112020.</dc:subject><dc:title>The album about nothing
</dc:title><dc:type>Sound</dc:type><dcterms:created>[2015]</dcterms:creat
ed><dcterms:issued>[2015]</dcterms:issued></qualifieddc>
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Extending linked data – sharing vocabularies
o

o

o

For subject headings, we could map between different
subject headings. SKOS is one way of sharing vocabularies.
Again, we would define that in our metadata tags.
However, SKOS itself is not defined by the PCC URI Task
Group as linked data. SKOS maps (matches elements)
between vocabularies. The vocabularies may contain
linked data but the matching itself is not linked data.
Remember the 4 rules of URIs?

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Sharing Vocabularies: SKOS
sh85121349 a skos : Concept ;
skos : inScheme http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects;
skos : prefLabel “Shepherds”@en;
skos : broader :sh85001441, :sh85007461, :sh85007805
skos : narrower :sh85036235 :sh85039437
skos : closeMatch http://d-nb.info/gnd/41685855-3
skos : exactMatch http://stitch.cs.vu.nl/vocabularies/
Rameau/ark:/ 12148/cb119361753;

Robin Fay, 2020 | @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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RDF Record snipped showing SKOS
<li rel="madsrdf:hasBroaderAuthority skos:broader"><div about=
"http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85115926"
typeof="madsrdf:Topic skos:Concept madsrdf:Authority"><img src=
"/static/images/flags/png /us.png“ alt="us: "/> <a href=
"http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/ sh85115926" property=
"madsrdf:authoritativeLabel skos:prefLabel" xml:lang="en">Rural
population</a></div></li>

<li rel="madsrdf:hasNarrowerAuthority skos:narrower"><div about=
"http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh91003252"
typeof="madsrdf:Topic skos:Concept madsrdf:Authority"><img
src="/static/images/flags/png/ us.png" alt="us: "/>
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh91003252" property=<a
href="madsrdf:authoritativeLabel skos:prefLabel"
xml:lang="en">Women peasants</a></div></li>

Robin Fay, 2020 | @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Looking to the future

Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Linked data in BIBFRAME







Linked data is part of BIBFRAME
However, we can use linked data
regardless of schema – IRs & digital
libraries can use linked data in Dublin
Core & their software
Linked data in non-MARC records is
often expressed in XML or another
programming language.
OCLC and LC both have worked on LD
projects.
61
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Linked data = reuse data, reduce time,
and … recycle?
➢
➢

➢

➢
➢

Linked data leverages data
Instead of typing in a name, we just include a link
that points to the record with the name which saves
time and keeps everything up to date.
So, when the author record changes, we do not need
to anything. Links never change (or shouldn’t).
Our displays can continue to display the name.
Ontologies are a structure for linking together
controlled vocabularies (like LCSH).

Robin Fay, 2020 | @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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Linked data = reuse data, reduce
time, and … recycle?
➢

➢

➢

Linked data eventually will
save us time in maintaining
authorities. (eventually)
Linked data will help make
our data more interoperable
(MARC is a barrier, too!)
Having time to add important
contextual content will make
our data more useful to our
patrons, being more data
steward and less data scribe.
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata
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AI works with descriptive
metadata (mostly a win!)

Linked data – Practice & Implementation
Convert

sample metadata to linked
data (BIBFRAME tools, MARCEdit
Linked data, OpenRefine, LC
lookup plugins)

 Add

some "new" metadata as linked data
 Link to some external data
 Primo allows linking to VIAF and Exlibris
Alma provides a BIBFRAME interface.
 What does your ILS do? Your IR? Omeka
will link out to the LC Linkeddata service
for subject headings via a plugin.
Robin Fay2020 @georgiawebgurl #tsiglinkeddata

RWO Exercise
for Takeaway:
What other
relationships
might Hamlet
have? To
places, people,
subjects?

Final thoughts
or questions?

Resources: https://tinyurl.com/rwos-linkeddata
Robin Fay2020

